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ABSTRACT:    

  
The aim of this proposed system is to allow users to choose more secured user credentials. The 
attacker can easily guess the passwords created by the users and it is very difficult to remember 
passwords assigned using strong system. Captcha can prevent the problem of accessing web 
resources in an unauthorized manner. There are different types of captcha's like text Captcha, video 
captcha, audio captcha, image captcha. Graphical passwords are most recommended for users to 
overcome the drawbacks faced in existing system. Users should click on images to authenticate 
themselves. This paper provides a novel technique for graphical user authentication using SHA-1 
algorithm. This method extends the existing system by adding effective features, motivating user to 
choose more secure random point clicks on image which is difficult to find.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION   

CAPTCHA is an acronym for Completely Automated Public Turning Test to tell Computers and 

Humans Apart. The existing system is knowledge based authentication and the proposed system 

follows cued click point technique. The aim of this  is to allow application users in choosing 

textual based identification. In proposed system it allows user to choose more secure arbitrary 

snap points which is very difficult to find out. The task of choosing poor feeble identification 

allows hackers to hack it and it is uninteresting; demotivating users by taking up such decisions. 
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In result, this approach chooses the invulnerable user credentials. Reduces the work of users, by 

providing hints for better user credentials which is found to be missing in existing systems. The 

feature is combination of cued snap point technique which allows single snap point on a sequence 

of many different images. Based on last select-point and the user’s particularly defined arbitrary 

value, next image is displayed. Each image triggers the memory of corresponding chosen-point 

and the password becomes recall cued scenario. It notifies feedback, when user logs in and is 

unable to identify upcoming image then it implicitly reminds the user that their previous snap 

point is incorrect and user should restart the process of verifying identification, whereas hints are 

shown after the final click point explicitly. Recognition based and Recall based are 2 categories 

which comes under Graphical password. During the login, in Recognition based techniques, user 

has to recognize or reproduce the things. The user has to recollect the things in recall based 

technique to match the password created during the password creation in the same sequence.  

  

1.1  TYPES OF TECHNIQUES  

 1.1.1. Blonder’s Scheme    

In Blonder’s scheme, user selects multiple identical areas on a predetermined image. Since 

boundaries are predefined in this system it leads numerous possible attacks.  

User selects multiple identical predefined areas on a predetermined image in graphical user  

credentials. While logging in, user selects estimated area. User can recollect identification 

credentials with the help of image and hence this technique is most recommendable. Since 

boundaries are already known, attacks are carried out easily.  

  

  
Fig 1: Selection of points using Blonder’s Scheme Graphical password scheme  
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1.1.2   Pass-Point Scheme   

  
Fig 2: Selection of points using Pass-Point Scheme  

Pass-point graphical password scheme   

User credentials contains a order of identical select points on a predetermined image in Passpoint 

graphical password technique. During password generation, user can choose any picture element 

on the picture as a snap point and the user has to enter the similar order of snap points with a 

specific tolerance value of original select points during login process.Discretization technique is 

used by the pass-point. With this system pattern formation attacks are made easy as the user 

draws specific patterns to recall the user credentials[6]. Cued click -point came into existence to 

overcome the drawbacks of pass-point by reducing the HOTSPOT and pattern formation attack. 

Instead of five click-points on one image, CCP uses one click point on five different images. 

Based on last select point and the user defined arbitrary value, the upcoming image is displayed 

by using actual function. The password entry is based on cued recall technique where each 

picture activates the memory of correlated select point. It supplies complete feedback for valid 

users, during authentication, if user is not able to recall  then it immediately notifies user that 

their previous snap point is invalid and user should again start login with proper user credentials 

but explicit indication is given after the composition of all click points. Robust discretization is 

the method used by CCP. False accepted and false reject is possible with this system and it leads 

to drawback[4].  

  

[2] LITERATURE SURVEY  

Dhamija and Perrig[1] proposed a graphical accessable scheme based on the Hash Visualization 

technique[8]. In this proposed system, the application users is requested to select precise set of 

images from a number of pictures produced by the application. In the next step,the user is 

requested to select those points which was created earlier to allow the user with proper 

verification.The survey resulted that most of the application users are successful in using this 

system and only few used and Personal Identification Number methodology.The time required 

by the user in this system is more when compared to traditional approach.The disadvantage of 

this system is that the server is required to store the points of pictures of each and every 

application user in the form of plain text.And the procedure of image selection from the database 

can be lengthy in terms of time. Akula and Devisetty’s algorithm [2] is alike to the methodology 
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used by Dhamija and Perrig.What makes difference is that while using hash function where it 

produces 20 byte output,the permission is strong and consumes less amount of memory. 

Jermyn[3 ], introduced a methodology, called “Draw a secret (DAS)”, which permits the users 

to draw . A user is requested to draw a sample picture on a 2D grid. The points of grid resided 

by the pictured are stored as per the drawing.During verification,the application user is requested 

to redraw the picture.If it matches with the drawing and touches the grid position then the 

validation is done successfully. Jermyn suggested that the text based passwords are larger 

compared to the authentication process like this.  

Blonder[4] introduced a graphical password scheme where a password is created by clicking on 

many points on the particulate picture.When the user needs to login then the user need to click 

on the points exactly. . The picture can guide the user to recollect their passwords.So this system 

can be called as most convenient one. Passlogix has broadened a graphical password system 

using this idea itself. In their process ,the user is required to click on different locations on picture 

in a proper sequence for verification purpose.The boundaries which are not visible is defined to 

each item to detect an item is clicked by the mouse or not.A methodology which is similar to this 

has been extended by sfr.This method follows a procedure where the user need to click points in 

proper sequence. The “PassPoint” system by Wiedenbeck[ 5-7] elaborated his idea by 

eliminating the predefined boundaries and giving access to the pictures to be used.As a 

outcome,the application user will be able to click the points wherever required on the picture.A 

value called tolerance is calculated for each pixel. During authentication, the user is requested to 

click on the points within the value of tolerance in the proper sequence.This method is based on 

the discretization method proposed by Birget,[6]Because any image can be used and it may 

contain many points and gives space for very strong password creation.  

   

   

   

  

[3]ARCHITECTURE OF  PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 

  
Fig 3:Architecture of proposed System  
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3.1  FEATURES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 An important usability goal of proposed system is to support users in selecting password of higher 

security with larger password space.  

 Proposed system removes the pattern formation attack and Hotspot attack (it is an area of an 

image where most of the user is selecting it as the click-point).  Also it removes the shoulder 

surfing attack.  

   

  

[4] METHODOLOGY  
 

This designed system is developed on the basis of click points which is graphical password 

system which gives the idea to users for selecting passwords and makes space for them to choose 

arbitrary user credentials. This follows Persuasive methodology and makes the application users 

to influence society to make an well and unique authentication system which combines 

persuasive methods and cued click point methodology.This system basically works in certain 

procedure where, during password creation no much prediction is provided and the application 

user is allowed to choose snap point within that part and if the user fails to choose that point then 

user can choose another point by selecting the shuffle button.The high spotted area of particular 

picture will help and guide the user to choose more passwords randomly which are very less 

predicted which may include hotspot attacks.Therefore,this kind of proposed system will have 

an methodology of working by choosing very strong passwords which will be less presumed. 

When the user logs into the application, user will be provided with set of images and then the 

user needs to choose the points which was clicked during the creation of password. But in the 

log in session the user will not be provided by the highlighted region.The main concept of this 

proposed system is to provide the users with very high system with well authentication with 

strong password space.The proposed system not only proves that it is an unique system of 

authentication but also avoids the dangerous attacks on the system which includes pattern 

formation attacks and hotspot attacks which is an certain region where people selects the points.  

  

  

  

[5] RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

5.1. Registration  

 This Registration module is provided where the application user required  to set the username 

and range of tolerance. Then the points are selected on the pictures provide to the user. There is 

a method called Centred Discretization technique which has been used in this system. This is 

used to give license to the users to correct the points clicked to be received in a area without 

recording the exact point coordinates.This Centred Discretization gives an centre tolerance 

where during the phase of creation of password an hidden grid is laid where the grid comes in 

centre with respect to point selected and the size of grid will be 2c*2c.It separates an picture into 

square or tolerance area,to make sure that the login point clicked matches with the original 
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point.During creation of password the location of grid is set for every point and there is a unique 

area of tolerance centred around the original one by calculating the approximate grid 

offset(Ga,Gb) which are in pixels from the origin at the top left corner of the picture. Later in the 

period of login the system uses the real recorded offsets to place the grid and determine the 

acceptance of the point clicked by the user.  

 Process of password creation:  

1. Grid offset (Ga,Gb) used for grid positioning and can be calculated as, Ga = (a - c mod 

2c Gb = (b - c) mod 2c where c is tolerance value   

2. A Tolerance area identifier (Ta,Tb) is given by, Ta= (a - c)/2c Tb = (b-c)/2c This 

calculation shows the process of second module in which every point clicked in the respective 

grid offset and factor of tolerance is calculated and stored in the database. After that the result 

will be produces. This is done by using the SHA1 algorithm which takes the hash function into 

the process for password creation.It is done by: PW=Hash([C1,..............,Ci ],Y,Z] where 

Ci=current click-point having [Ii ,Gai ,Gbi ,Tai ,Tbi ] Y= seed value.   

Z=Username   

  

5.2 Login   

This session is used to extract the corresponding points clicked and processed further by 

calculating Ta = (a- Ga)/2c Tb = (b-Gb)/2c and verifies the point will fall into the place.   

.   

Fig 4: Selection of first point  
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Fig 5: Selection of second point 

  

 
  

Fig 6: Selection of third point 

 
Fig 7: Selection of fourth point. 

  

  

Fig 8: Logs in to mail application  
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Fig 10: Views sent mail  

  

  [6] CONCLUSION  

In previous period, the curiosity of using graphical passwords was less compared to now . The current 

graphical password techniques can be classified: recognition based and recall-based techniques. Although 

the main concept for graphical passwords is that users are better at remembering graphical passwords than 

textual based passwords, the user who exists now does not have an proper indication to prove. Our analysis 

tells that it is complicated to allow attacks such as brute force search, dictionary attack, or spyware.But 

still there are lot of difficulties in understanding the concept of graphical password system. The current 

graphical password techniques are still immature. The novel method used in this study for graphical 

password techniques achieves higher levels of applications.   
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